DebOrAh BlueStar Baker
Expansion Catalyst

Dynamic
Expressive
Experienced
Specialized
Distinctive
Captivating
Expansive

DebOrAh is an expansion catalyst with the ability to
amplify your intended results in ways that add priceless value
to your event. In December 2006, DebOrAh opened the
doorway to her genius after a powerful energy session.
From a space deep within, the words, “I AM here. I AM here.
I AM here.” pierced her lips after a transformational Chakra
clearing. In the ten days that followed, she lost 15 pounds,
wrote a book and downloaded the vision for her life path.
Eight years later, two years after Light Language and Heart
Songs began flowing through her, she was called in
telepathically by a group of masters in the field of unity
consciousness. This group of adult non verbal autistics
were the teachers in her advanced training. Today,
DebOrAh uses energy, vibration and frequency to position
the subconscious, conscious and super-conscious for
transformation. Her Presence alone helps activate,
align and attune the heart and mind to the higher
frequencies of Peace. DebOrAh’s 528 Hz heart
songs break through limitation to awaken
True Genius.
Deborah has more than thirty years experience
engaging, enlightening and empowering others
to live their highest potential. She is known as a
teacher, mentor and guide who connects heart to
heart in ways that are beyond words. She speaks,
signs, sings, and gazes Language of Light empowering
world peace. Deborah is a Freedom Writer Teacher and
author of Become and co-author of the New York Times
Best Seller, Teaching Hope.

info@TheLivingBookofLove.com
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Up Level Your Event
An Elite Event Empowerment Experience

Team Activation
Upon your event team's arrival onsite, DebOrAh facilitates a vibrational session using the power of Light Language to
activate, align and attune the heart of each team member to your collective intention. Through Sacred Sounds that
transmit your unique program frequency, your programs are illuminated in the unseen world to attract even more of
your perfect clients and inspire their aligned action.

Targeted Individualized Empowerment
One of DebOrAh's unique gifts is her ability to hear the whisper of the soul. When in the physical presence of this
call, she is intuitively guided to channel a powerful energy current from the field of Unity Consciousness . This divine
catalyst inspires action that serves the highest good for all. Targeted Individualized Empowerment is offered in,
around and through your live event.

Endnote Empowerment
DebOrAh captivates the hearts to ignite upward movement in this 10 to 20 minute endnote session that aligns the
subconscious, conscious and super-conscious of all who are present in the room. Her distinctive ability to tune in to
Universal Intelligence in the present moment allows her to synthesize the priceless impact of your event as she tailors
the perfect message for your chosen audience. She uses illuminating story and Light Language to provide a
profound experience that ignites heart centered innovation. When offered at the end of your gathering, individual
participants and your conscious collective carry home the synergized energy from your priceless event.

Self Actualization Activation
This powerful activation is offered to each of your event participants with the Diamond Heart YOU’RE GOLDEN™
wisdom message, a magnetic marketing activation delivery system. The moment your guests receive their unique
YOU’RE GOLDEN™ message, the doorway to the next chapter of their journey is opened. When participants hold
their YOU’RE GOLDEN™ message while attending the Endnote Empowerment, their infinite potential is ignited
adding PRICELESS VALUE to your program offer.

Expanded Local Promotion
The Diamond Hearts YOU’RE GOLDEN™ Activation is a potent promotional delivery system that uses proprietary
Transcendent Technologies™ held in the hearts of non verbal master teachers to make subtle shifts in the collective
consciousness to empower a community to rise above. Each YOU’RE GOLDEN™ message is encoded for a
specific purpose to attract the perfect match and includes a unique message of empowerment received by DebOrAh
from the space of oneness. Up to 144 of your event YOU’RE GOLDEN™ messages can be mindfully placed in,
around and through the local community as your priceless gift. When gifted as entry to experience a select session
of your event, you expand your reach, dropping bread crumbs that help attract even more of your perfect clients.
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Videos
What If It’s Not About Stuff? - Lecture, What If? Vegas, NV - December 2014
Diamond Hearts International - Sage Summit Start Up Van Interview, Chicago, IL - July 2016
Deborah’s Genius Journey - Facebook Live Interview with Diana M. Buy, Portland, OR - November 2016
Deborah’s Why - YouTube Video - Portland, OR - October 2017
Peace Be with You - YouTube Video - Portland, OR - October 2017
This is. . .Your Genius Journey - YouTube Video - Portland, OR - November 2017
Testimonials
Audience Member - “When Deborah Baker of Diamond Hearts International took the stage at the Holistic Teaching and
Learning Conference in Ashland, Oregon, September 2014, a hush fell over the audience. As she began to speak it was
impossible to look away. We were mesmerized. The energy pouring forth was compelling, healing, and beyond words
powerful. As one young lady in the audience stated, “She’s got powers.” Deborah’s empowerment activations are
astounding. I can’t wait to see her on stage again.” ~ Zahra, 2014
Client (after one private session) - “Amazing – able to let go of the “questioning mind” and allow the experience and truth to
occur. Effects: Inner-reconnection, new intentions, and released some old patterns.” ~ Derek, 2011
Client (after one private session) - “I can barely describe my experience by words because it was something that belongs
to some Higher Plane. . . She sees your beauty and power and she reflects it back to you with the grace of the Divine”
~ Maia, 2011
Client (after three years consultation) - "Working with Debbie has been profoundly empowering. Her intuitive gifts have
helped me on many occasions to get to the root of my emotions and help me find balance and peace within ”
~ Jackey, 2011
Former Student - “. . .she motivates her students to bring out the best of them so they can accomplish their goals/tasks to
the best of their abilities. . .but most of all she makes you feel like you are a meaningful member of the school and beyond
that society.” ~ Maria, 2007
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Speaking Engagements
Wisdom Keepers of the New Earth, Sedona, Arizona, March 2015
Giving Voice to Non Verbal Masters - Endnote Speaker
Synthesize, Harmonize and Alchemize Wisdom with Language and Sound
Holistic Teaching and Learning Conference, Ashland, Oregon, September 2014
What Would Love Do? - Featured Workshop Presenter
Free Your Voice - Stage Presentation
What If? Vegas, Las Vegas, Nevada, December 2014
What If It Isn’t About Stuff - Featured Speaker
Healing Journeys, Inc. 501(c)3 Launch, Salem, Oregon, August 2007
An Evening of Inspiration - Keynote Speaker
America’s Got Talent Contestant, Las Vegas, Nevada, December 2017

Television Appearances
Let’s Make a Deal - CBS, March 6, 2017 - BlueStar Fairy Princess from The Land of AWE

Books
Co-Author, Teaching Hope, 2009 (New York Times Best Seller)
Author, Become, 2007

Social Media
LinkedIn - www.linkedin.com/in/DeborahOBaker
Blog - http://thelivingbookoflove.blogspot.com/

Experiential Topics
Giving Voice to Genius

What Would Love Do?

Lectures
The Structure of Intellect

Awakening Genius
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